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American Ground Zero is the extraordinary product of one photojournalist's decade-long commitment, a gripping,
courageous assortment of portraits and interviews of those whose lives were crossed by radioactive fallout. For twelve
years from 1951, the United States government conducted above surface tests of nuclear weapons in the deserts of
Nevada. For more than four decades it has attempted to hide the individual and environmental devastation wrought by
this testing. In American Surface Zero, Carole Gallagher provides penetrated the veil of recognized secrecy and
anonymity to document the incredible untold story of the Americans whose misfortune it had been to live downwind of
the nuclear detonations - those residents referred to in a top-magic formula Atomic Energy Commission memo as "
Keith Schneider notes in his foreword to the publication. Carole Gallagher is normally a photographer whose function
has been shown in museums and galleries all over the world. The above floor nuclear testing was "the most prodigiously
reckless program of scientific experimentation in United States history,"a low-make use of segment of the inhabitants"
The result can be a striking gallery of the undecorated casualties of an undeclared battle. Abandoning her profession as
a successful New York photographer, Carole Gallagher shifted to Utah in 1983 and spent another a decade networking
among radiation survivors' groups and finding people willing to end up being photographed and inform their story. Never
exploitative, Gallagher's photographs only hardly ever convey the subjects' significant physical sufferings: instead, they
invite the viewer to witness the beauty and worth in these normal lives. by developing to watch these fallout clouds
drifting over their homes. Yet occupants of the downwind areas were consistently told that there is no risk, and were
even motivated to " She protected six downwind states in all, including Test Site employees and atomic veterans. A lot
of its 126 fallout clouds floated over the American West and eastward with radiation levels much like those released at
Chernobyl.participate in a moment of background" - and of civilian workers and military staff subjected to radiation at
the Nevada Test Site. She actually is presently living in New York City.
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Every American who can should read this book. One of the finest books I have ever browse and re-read many times over..
Within its pages you'll learn that the atmospheric continental nuclear exams were just detonated when the wind was
blowing east toward Utah, by no means west toward California, and even as people who did not enjoy vice typically living
to their 80s and 90s began to die as children from the hitherto unheard of Leukemia or blastomas, followed a couple of
years later by adults from multiple mylomas and a bunch of additional malignancies, until by enough time the 1950s
became the 1960s it seemed every family members had lost one or more members to cancer, the Mormons allowed
themselves to become irradiated believing our government couldn't be blamed for the tumor epidemic striking them
down prematurely because it was "divinely motivated. Mainly I was seeking highly technical info -- but I noticed this
volume seated on the shelf next to the monographs I was reviewing, so I required what I originally intended to be
considered a quick glance.Each tale is along with a portrait photograph of the person telling their story taken by the
writer, who has captured these often damaged souls beautifully. Smashing the wall structure of denial and distortion
that the US Press, Political, Military complicated would have we the people to believe.. a very compelling set of tales and
B&W photographs.However, in one fell swoop -- this publication completely persuaded me to the righteousness of the
cause of those many Nevadans who oppose Yucca mountain.. I'm a science writer, and We was conducting some analysis
at the M.We.T. library relating to the 1962 series of nuclear exams at Johnston Island in the Pacific."You'll learn that
firms of the federal government committed massive fraud against the Federal justice system to avoid accountability for
the thousands of fatalities that had been the consequence of Cold Battle continental nuclear policy, and how thousands
of soldiers were lied to and used as human being guinea pigs once they were reassured they were safe and sound while
witnessing detonations from trenches often less than a mile from surface zero. They treat us like a bunch of lab rats.!
This volume shows why -- through first-hand accounts and compelling pictures, presented with the perspective of
subsequent period. (Yucca mountain can be an underground facility located on a part of the old Nevada Test Site, and it
is to become the nation's main repository for high-level nuclear waste materials. There exists a lot of information on
Radiation and harm to farm animals, also harm to workers. Just purchase it, you wont end up being sorry. I thought I . If
you consider yourself a patriot, prepare to possess your globe shaken.. It clearly demonstrates Nevadans (along with
occupants of Utah and various other downwind states) have previously suffered much beyond their fair share of the
country's nuclear burden.Unfortunately, the sacrifice of the citizens isn't only generally unacknowledged today -- this
work clearly demonstrates their previously "cooperation" was concurrent with misrepresentations by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), the predecessor to today's Department of Energy (DOE), and also simply by various military
authorities.Many of the individuals profiled in this volume are (were) former employees of the AEC and its own
contractors, or are (were) military veterans who participated in these atomic lab tests. Should be required reading
atlanta divorce attorneys school! The author, Carole Gallagher, deserves our nation's appreciation for documenting
therefore eloquently the experiences of these otherwise ordinary residents and bringing them to our collective attention.
Regrettably, their living testimonies and images are quickly passing. Five Stars eye opening the page before the table of
contents, shows the . A gut-wrenching and eye-opening tome of our latest American history that may knock the wind out
of you. good book well described,Insufficient coverage on the articals I have not read much of it yet. Appears like it'll be
interesting be not so complete. It looks about all the atomic news so far as Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. This book is a
horror story.! I didn't understand it was only about Atomic energy in the USA. This book is a horror story. Ionizing
radiation may be the trigger, Dr John Gofman says that there is NO safe exposure level. Stationed in Kwajalein Is
certainly. This book is only a scratch of info up and including Trinty in the 50s' in Nevada.)For in least fifteen years, I
have been following in the scientific literature the study & The poignant tales informed by the victims of the nuclear
tests (mostly patriotic mormons who experienced the govt. The test were were only available in 1950 and proceeded to
go until about 1960 or 1970 in the Islands There is harm and radiation down there which will last for another 100 Years.
We surely got to the bomb before the Russians but at what price? Nuclear Soup Excellence, in a most hellish subject
matter. Carole Gallagher isn't just a great author, but a first-price photographer aswell. Read this and stop wishing for a
malignancy fix in the incorrect locations. in 1951 and 1952. As of 2014 the exposure soup we reside in is getting more
intense. Five Stars informative..After several hours' reading of "American Surface Zero", I found myself quite upset,

because of this assortment of highly credible, first-person accounts obviously demonstrates ongoing efforts of the
government to ignore, downplay -- also falsify -- data regarding the atomic testing of the 1950s, '60s, '70s, and '80s,
specially the atmospheric tests conducted at the Nevada Test Site near Las Vegas up through 1962. Their accounts all
appear to have one common thread -- that there were repeated attempts by authorities to downplay, or disregard,
radioactive releases and connected health effects from both above- and below-ground nuclear tests. Bikini or the other
Marshall Islands.In the current debate concerning DOE's Yucca Mountain Task, the credibility of the federal government
and its professionals is a big issue in Nevada. A history reserve for the ages. In addition I've loaned it out to multiple
friends merely to get them to open their eyes. Every time I examine it I'm still amazed at the liberties taken by the
military during this time period of period. There is indeed much important info here I could never also scratch the top in
a short review. However nothing mentioned about the harm to the islands or the local population in the hawaiian islands.
could perform no wrong) will move you emotionally, besides backing up Gallaghers claims. Recently, I had become
worried about revelations relating to falsification of data by DOE employees and its contractors. advancement of Yucca
mountain. that web page alone should scare you.. They treat us such as a couple of lab rats It is interesting to find out
how corrupt the federal government has been in dealing with the populace of the country. Was surprised at the artistic
skill that proceeded to go into creating this book. I am now along the way of reading it and the investigative and literary
skill exceeds all expectations. I've browse and reread this book so many times I've lost count. Cancer is just among the
many possible outcomes. I was in the Marshall Is certainly. My very own feelings on the problem had been ambivalent
for high-level waste materials must be stored someplace... I haven't discovered anything about Enewetak. I believed I
was obtaining a reserve about one nuclear test. Instead that is an account of several nuclear tests during the sixties.
Well crafted and everybody should examine...That is a book that needs to be read by every American who considers him
or herself a patriot, and almost every other American too. the page prior to the table of contents ,shows the nuclear
fallout from the 1000 nukes our insane govt set off in the 50's on our own soil(but if it wasn't your land and you stole it
from the Indians you wouldn't really care) , that thoroughly blanketed Utah. Was surprised at the artistic talent that
proceeded to go into creating this . Five Stars Great pictures. Very idea provoking and disturbing.
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